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Abstract. Conceptual relations among relational database schemata are investigated. 
Two different definitions of inclusion and a definition of equivalence between schemata are 
given. 
Several examples of practical situations adequately hsnuled by our definitions are shown. 
Finally, necessary and sufficient conditions for inclusion and equivalence are proved for two 
classes of schemata, meaningful in the relational theory. 
1. Introdas&ion and motivation 
In database design methodologies several steps exist that involve transformations 
of the database schema ccording to specific needs. 
Examples of such transformations are: 
- the integration of user views into a single global schema; 
-in case of distributed databases, the distribution of the global schema .)ver a set 
of nodes; 
- the generation of views from the global schema; 
-the decomposition or composition of elements of the schema (e.g. record types 
in the network model, relations in the relatilonal model) for the needs of both 
logical (e.g. normalizations) and physical (optimization of access pathsj design. 
For each of such transformations a particular relationship must hold between 
the original and the transformed schemata. For example: 
- the distributed schema must embody exactly the same information as the original 
global schema; 
-each view may only represent information that can also be represented in the 
global schema. 
In order to formalize these comparisons and relationships there is the need gf 
precise definitions of conceptual relations among database schemata, that i’s, rela- 
tions that compare the ability of database schemata to represent information and 
answer to queries. 
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In this paper various lconceptual relations among relational database schemata 
are prop*,sed. Furthermore they are studied for a sufficiently general class of 
schemata, particularly meaningful in the relational theory. 
In the relational literature various contributions exist that treat conceptual 
r&tions amoag schemata, but they are seldom comparable, because: 
- wmetimes there is no formal definition; 
- different assumptions are made on the specific relational model that is adopted. 
The first conceptua? relations for relational databases were proposed by Codd 
in his furldamental paper of 1972 on normalization [8]. In a framework in which 
the only type of integrity constraint hat is allowed is the functional dependency, 
two kirgds of equivalence among schemata: 
- the ‘*insertion deletion equivalence”, 
- the ‘*c)uery-equivalence”, 
were defined and studied between schemata obtained the one from the other via 
rwrmalization. 
From an informal point of view, the “insertion-deletion” equivalence between 
schemata corresponds to the possibility of performing on them exactly the same 
operations of insertion and deletion of pieces of information, while the “query- 
equivalence” corresponds to the possibility of extracting from them, by means of 
queries, exactly the same information. Codd shows hi, in his framework, an 
unnaamnlized schema nd its corresponding normalized schema are neither inser- 
tion--Metion equivalent (because the normalized schema allows more kinds of 
insei%ions and deletions than the unnormalized one) nor query equivalent (because 
the set of admissible states for the unnormalized schema is query-equivalent to a 
proper subset of the set of admissible states for the normalized schema). 
since Codd’s paper many authors have studied decomposition and normalization, 
proposing different approaches (see [7,1l., 151) that, as a consequence, lead to 
d&rent conceptual relations between the unnormalized and the corresponding 
not valized schemata. 
AI1 this work was surveyed and its formalism clarified in a paper presented in 
1978 by Beeri, Bernstein and Goodman [S]. There, under the strong “universal 
relation assumption” (i.e., for each admissible state of the database of interest, all 
relations are projections of a single relation), three (actually, four, but we are not 
inte2rested in the first one) conceptual relations between a monorclational schema 
So and a decomposed schema SD were proposed: 
- ED Rep2 Sa if they have the same attributes and the same data dependencies; 
- SD R.ep3 Sa if they have the same attrihlrtes and the states of SD contain the same 
dasa a!+ the states of St5; 
-&J Rep4 SB if both SD Rep2 Sa and SD Rep3 So hold (and, as a consequence, 
there is ;E mk to one mapping between the states of S0 and the states of SD). 
Thea, it was shown which of these relations hold between the unnormalized and 
the normalized schemata in the various approaches. 
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In the same framework of universal relation assumption and projection-join 
transformation, a more formal approach to schema equivalence was proposed by 
Beeri, Mendelzon, Sagiv and Ullman in [6], based on “the equivalence of the sets 
of fixed points of the project-join mapping associated with the database schemes 
in question”. 
All the previous papers concern conceptual relations between schemata obtained 
the one from the other by means of vertical decompositions and compositions, that 
is, transformations based on projection and join operators. On the other hand 
several authors have stressed the importance of other kinds of transformations. 
For instance, Fagin [12] and Sciore [16] have devoted attenlion to “horizontal” 
decompositions and compositions, i.e., obtained by use of restriction and uuion 
operators. In the framework of normalization, such decomposlitions are useful for 
schemata in which hidden functional dependencies are involved (see [Vj). They 
are also meaningful in distributed atabase design. 
More recently, Kandzia and Klein in [14] and the authors in [ 1,2,3,4] have 
proposed a more general approach in which all restrictions were removed. 
The main characteristics of our approach are: 
- to base the comparison of database schemata on the ability to answer queries; 
-to consider not only vertical transformations but also horizontal and even more 
general ones; 
-to establish a framework in which database schemata may be compared both 
when the existence of the universal relation is assumed and wheu it is not; 
-to allow the comparison of database schemata in which any kind of integrity 
constraint can be defined. 
Due to the generality of the approach the conceptual relations defined in these 
papers (and in the present one) allow, at least in principle, to deal with all the 
situations described at the beginning of this section. 
The paper is organized as follows: 
In Section 2, two different ypes of conceptual inclusion and equivalence between 
schemata re defined, based on the above criteria. Such concepts are defined in 
terms of a query language Q and an integrity constraints language IC. In Section 
2 WC choose not to fix such languages in order to show that in a wide generality 
the existence of a conceptual relation between two schemata may depend upon Q 
and IC. 
In Section 3 several examples of pairs of schematai re shown, with the correspond- 
ing conceptual relation. 
In Section 4 we choose for Q the relational algebra and for IC tuple predicates 
and functional dependencies, and we show that in this formal framework it is 
possible to formally characterize in terms of decidable properties the above defined 
conceptual relations for a sufficiently general class of schemata, meaningful in the 
relational database theory. 
In Section 5 further research developments are described. 
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As we already stated in the intro&dction, throughout his paper we will study 
inclusions and equivalence of database schemata with respect o their conceptual 
content, by referring to a specific data model, precisely the vary relational model 
(eee [& 9, m. 
&&k 2,1, A database schema (dbs) is a 3-tuple S = CA, R, V) where 
- A is a finite set of names of attributes {A 1, A2, . . . , An}; to each Ai a domain 
af values Di is associated; 
- R is a m-tupk of relatiuns, each composed of a relation name and a set of 
attributtzs: (Rl(Al1, . . , , Al/z,), , , . , Rm(Am1, . . m , Amh,)). 
- V is the set of Meg&y constraints. 
Deff&ion 2.2. A tuple of a relation Rj(Aj1, Aj2,. . . , Ajhi) is a set of pairs 
((AI’1 : xj 11, . . . , (Ajhi : xjhj)} such that Vi, xji E Dji. 
Defhjrtion 2.3. Instance of arelation Rj(Aj1, Aj2, . . . , Ajhj) is a set of tuples of 
relation Rj. La the following ZZj will denote an instance of Rj‘ 
DeIMloa 2.4. Given a schema S = (A, R, V) with R = CR 1, R2, . . . , Rm), - -_ 
hsfance of S &an m-tuple i = CR 1, R 2, . . . , Rm) such that: 
- !#I 6i G m, Rj is an instance of Rj(Aj1, Aj2, . . . , Ajhj), 
- i dsfie!; the integrity constraints. 
In the following I is the set of instances of a schema S. 
Example 2.1. Let us consider the schema PAYROLL concerning the employees 
of an enterprise and their salaries: 
PAYK:aU .= {A, R, V) 
where 
- R contains a unique relation Employee(Emp # , Salary), 
- the domain of Emp # is the “set of integers from 00001 to 99999”, 
- the domain sf Salary is the “set of integers from 10’ to lo”‘, 
- V contains the following constraint: “every employee has exactly one salary” 
(this is a functional dependency and corresponds to usual notation Emp # 3 Salary). 
Now, pie can introduce our concepts of inclusion and equivalence between 
schemata. 
Irrtrrritively, two schemata S, S’ are equivalent if for each instance i of S an 
instance i’ of 1$’ exists from which we can extract exactly the same information and 
vice versa.. This latter concept may be formalized saying that for each query 4 on 
i a query y’ on i’ must exist such that they give exactly the same answer. In [9] 
and [2] it has been shown that this condition holds if and only if a query on i exists 
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whose result is i’ and a query on 5’ exists whose result is i. Our definitions are 
based on thi.s last property. 
With regard to the inclusion of schemata, we may be interested in two kinds of 
situations: 
-for each instance i of s an instance i’ of s’ exists that contains at least the same 
information; 
- for each instance i of s an instance i’ of s’ exists that contains exactly the same 
inf0rn&on. 
These two situations arise respectively when we consider a view with respect o 
the global schema nd when we ask that a decomposed schema does not loose any 
information. 
As a consequence we give two different definitions of inciusion betwcsea schemata 
We use the following notations: 
- given a query language Q, Q’ indicates the: set of tuples of elements of Q; 
-given y= (fi,fi, . . . ,f& Q’, il=; (&1, &, . , . , &) and iz, il =T(iz) indi- 
cates that I&i =f.(i \VlSjSn. f 21 
Definition 2.5. Let Sl and S2 be two schemata. 
(1) Sl is weakly included in S2 (Sl < S2) (with respect o the query language 
Q) if f~ Q’ exists such that for every instance il E I1 an instance i2 E I2 exists 
such that i 1 = f(i2). 
(2) Sl is included in S2 (Sl I= S2) (with respect o the query language Q) if 
flp E Q’ exist such that for every instance i1 E I1 an instance i2 E I2 exists such 
that i 1 = f(i2) and i2 = f(i1). . 
(3) Sl is equivalent to S2 (Sl 5 S2) (with respect o the query language Q) if 
Sl c S2 and S2 t Sl (with respect o Q). 
It is easy to show that the relation of equivalence between database schemata 
satisfies the properties of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity and so it actually is 
an equivalence relation. 
3. Applications 
Before introducing the main results that characterize the properties of the 
concepts of inclusion and equivalence according to our definitions, we show that 
the given concepts are adequate to describe the situations that were discussed in 
the introduction. 
!&M. As we observed in the preceding section, in the case of views we are 
ir&iested. in establishing a correspondence between instances uch that for each 
instance of the view there is an instance of the global schema that provides at least 
the same information. This situation is clearly modelled by the weak inclusion. 
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Example 3.1. 
L 
i? Atreni et ai. 
Clearly, S2 G S 1. 
Sl S2 (View on Sl) 
Lossless (vertical) decomposition. I  this case the required correspondence is that 
for each instance gf the undecomposed schema there exists an instance of the 
decomposed schema which contains exactly the same informai;&l (but, in general, 
not viceversa), 
Fcxampie 3.2. 
s2 
In this caise we have S 1 c S2. 
Dependency preserving (vertical) dewmposition. Pn the following example we show 
that when the decomposition preserves the dependencies (this is the property, for 
instance, guaranteed by Bernstein’s normalization [7] algorithm under the Universal 
Relation Assumption’), the decomposed schema 3s included in the undecomposed 
one. 
Example 3.3. 
-- 
-;g;g;; 
V(R 1, R 2) PRQJ(E:_ Dept) = PROJ(R; 
Dept) 
S2 
’ In this case [ l:S’Ji the Universai Relation Assumption corresponds to the presence, in the decomposed 
schema, of the constraint of equality of the projections: 
- __- 
v(R I, R2’r (PROJ(R; Dept) = PROJ(z; Dept)). 
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S2 c Sl. In fact the instances in Sl that do not satisfy the lossless join property 
have no counterpart in S2; while each instance in S2 has a counterpart in Sl. 
Independent (vertical) decompasition. In this case, studied in [ 161 the decomposition 
is both lossless and dependency preserving. Furthermore in the decomposed schema 
the constraint of the existence of the Universal Relation is also assumed. 
Example 3,4. 
-e 
V(R 1, R2) PROJ (z; City) = PROJ (E; City) 
1 
s2 
Here we have Sl 5 S2. 
All the above examples refer to vertical decompositions. The following one shows 
how our theory can handle also more general kinds of transformations. 
Horizontaldecomposition. During the design of a database (especially of a distributed. 
one) a horizontal decomposition of a relation is often needed. Usually, it is required 
that this decomposition be performed without loss of information. 
Example 3.5. 
S 1 (undecomposed schema) R2 (Sot SecNo, Age) 
SocSecNo + Age 
VRVtEi?h. Age 26 
S2 (decomposed schema) 
In this case, Sl c S2, since the instances of S2, such that information about some 
people between 6 and 18 is stored in one relation only, have no counterpart in S 1. 
In distributed databases, in order to split and distribute a global schema into a 
L+t of local schemata it is required that the set of local schemata embody exactly 
the same information as the global schema. 
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$o, to perform horizontal decomposition ins framework of distributed atabases 
we need to add the following constraint o S2. 
- -- 
V(R 1, R2) RESTR(R, Age 3 6) = RESTR(R’L, Age G IS) 
that requires that information about each person whose age is between 6 and 18 
is stored in both files in order to have Sl 5 S2. 
Hidden functional dependencies and multiple decomposition. 
Exampk 3.6. 
- 
R (Project, Budget, Dept) 
Project + Budget 
if Budget = 30000 then Project + Dept 
Sl 
_-- 
R 1 (Project, Budget, Dept) 
Project + Budget, Dept 
I 
ff=Vt E E t . Budget< 30.000 
I 
R 2 (Projectt, Budget) 
Project + Budget 
VmVi E R2 t . Budget 2 30.000 
.R3 (Project, Dept) - -.- - 
V(R 1, R2, R3): 
(1) PRQJ(EI; Project) = PROJ(R; Project) 
Project) 0 PROJ(E; Project) = 8 
- 
s2 
Here the reason for decomposition is that in Sl the f.d. Project + Dept does not 
hold in general but only for suitable restrictions (this is an example of hidden 
functional dependency [17]): this forces ixn horizontal decomposition, followed by 
a *rerticat one. Again we have Sl 5 S2. 
4. Cona!ptolal relafitow among schemata 
4. I. Pntrijduction 
In this section we shall characterize conceptual relations among schemata for 
particular classes of schemata meaningful in the theory of relations, that is schemata 
obtained both by @vertiol”’ and by “her izontall” decompositions and compositions. 
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With regard to the query language, we assume in thr following a language in 
which the following operators are defined: 
(1) UNION(R, E, . . .,?%j={tj(31sjgn) (t~rR;?} where all the Rj are 
defined con the same set of attributes X; (such relations are said union-compatible 
POD; 
(2) RESTIR(R ; p) = {t 1 t E I? A p(t)} where p is a boolean expression, that we call 
in the following tupk predicate, whose terms may be: t-A& or t.A&.B where 
-A and B are attributes of R, 
- c belongs to the domain of A, 
- &{=, f, c, >, s, a}. 
(3) FRiriJl(R ; X) = {t.X 1 t E I?} where X is contained in the set of attributes of 
R and t,X denotes the set of pairs (Ai : xi) E t such that Ai E X; -v 
(4) JOIN(R1,R2)={tlut2~tl~~~t2~~~tl.X=t2.X} where X is the 
set of common attributes between R 1 and R 2. 
In Section 4.2 we investigate conceptual relations among schemata obtained by 
“horizontal” decompositions (i.e. related by UNION and IRFSTR operators). 
InSection 4.3 we investigate concepji:ual relations among schemata obtained by 
“vertical” decompositions (i.e. related by PROJ and JOIN operators). 
4.2. Conceptual relations among schemata related by restriction and union 
opera tars 
We consider initially a pair of schemata Sl and S2 where: 
- S 1 contains: 
-R(X), 
- Vl = {p} where p is a tuple predicate over R ; 
- 52 contains: 
-Rl(X), R2(X), . . . , Rn(X), 
-V2={pl,p2,..., pn} where pi is a tuple predicate over Ri. 
The following theorems characterize sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
conceptual relations defined in Section 2 for the above mentioned pair of schemata 
Sl and S2. 
Theorem 4,2.1. (plvp2v**~vpn=+p)~(Vl~i~n) (Vl=+n) (i#j* 
piApj=false)*S2CSl. 
-- 
Proof. For any il=(&Il and i2=(Rl, R2,. ..,%&I2 let fl f’ be the 
following: 
- f= (f 1) where f l(i2) = UN?ON(z, z, . . . , %), 
-f’=(fl’, f2’, . . . , fn’) where fi’(i 1) = RESTR(R ; pi). 
We have to prove that for every instance i2 E 12 there exists an instance i 1 E 41 -- 
such that iZ=p(il) and il=f(iZ). Given i2=(Rl, R2,. . . ,G)EI~ let il= - -- 
(8) where R = UNION(R 1, R2,. . . , %). 
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(11 il E I I. In fact .J? verifies the tuple predicate p for hypothesis p 1 v p2 v 9 l . v 
pn *p. 
(2) i2 =t jl’(il). In fact: 
(Vl sjGn)fj’(i ) == RESTR(R ; pj) 
- _- 
= RESTR(UNIOM(R 1, R2, . . . , G); pj) = 8 
where the last equality derives from hypothesis pj A p = fake for j # k. 
(3) il = f(i2). In fact E =jl(i2) by definitions of 7 and i2. q 
IEp~oof. tit 7 and 7 be a”; in Theorem 4.2.1. Given il = (I?) E I1 let i2 = _W m 
(RI, R2,..., K) where zj= RESTR(R; pj)Vl <j s rt. 
(1) i2 E 12. In fact each ‘Ej satisfies, by definition, the corresponding tuple 
predicate pj. 
12) id = f(i2). In fact 
-m 
jl(i2)=UNION(Rl. R2,. . . ,z) 
s UNION(RESTR(R ; p l), RESTR(a ; p2), . . . , RESTR@ ; pn)) 
=R 
where the last equality derives from hypothesis p + p 1 v p2 v l l l v pn. 
(3) i2 =T(il). In fact zj=fi’(il) Vl 6 j c n by definitions of f and i2. Cl 
cm11ay 4.2.1. (pl v p2 v l ’ l vpn=p)4(Vl=GGn)(Vl<j<n) (iZj3 
piA,pj=fdlse))*Sl Q2. 
PrsoP. From Theorem: 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Cl 
We can generaiize Corollary 4.2.1 if we introduce the concept of Class of Union 
Compatibility (CUC). {Given a schema S, we call CUC an equivalence class over 
the set of relations in S established by the Uniform Compatibility relation. 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let Sl and S2 be two schemata such that: 
- S 1 contains : 
-relations Rll, Rl2,. . . , Rln, 
- Vl =(pll,pl2,. . . , p 1 n ), a set of tupSe predicates over such relations ; 
- S2 is similarly defined. 
If for every CUC Cli in Sl a corresponding CLJC C2j in S2 exists such that 
Vplk =Vp’2h 
Ir ft 
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where RX E Cliand K2h E C2jand vice versa , 
then Sl 5 S2. 
and (‘W fi h)(Wj)pjk A pjh = false, 
Proof. Let S3 be a schema that contains for every CUC C’li in Sl a relation Ri 
and V3 is a set of tuple predicates such that pi = Vk pik where R 1 k E C li. It is 
easy to show that S3 5 Sl. In fact every pair of schemata: 
(1) Sl i containing the set of relations in Cli and the corresponding set of tuple 
predicates; 
(2) S3i containing the relation Ri and the tuple predicate pi 
is equivalent according to Corollary 4.2.1. 
Furthermore, juxtaposing pairwise equivalent schemata we still obtain a couple 
of equivalent schemata, so S3 5 Sl. 
Analogously S3 5 S2. For transitivity Sl 5 S2. Cl 
In the former theorems we stated and proved which properties imply inclusion 
and equivalence relations among database schemata whose instances are obtained 
by means of transformations based on UNION and RESTR operators. 
With the following theorems we show that the conditions expressed in Corollary 
4.2.1 are also necessary when the query langua= ~_ is the language defined in Section 
4.1. 
In the proofs the following facts are used: 
Fact 4.2.1. If x = R2 == . l-- 
1-4 to Rl, R2, . . . , % is 0. 
l = % = 8, the result of application of any operator 
Fact 4.2.2. If (A :x) E t and t is a tuple that belongs to the relation resulting from 
the application of any operator l-4, then one of the operands must contain a tuple 
t’ such that (A :x) E t’. 
Theorem 4.2.4. S2 I= Sl =$ ((pl vp2 v l l *vpn *p)A(VlQ+n) (Vl+%z) 
(i Z j *pi A pj) = false)). 
Proof. (1) s2~sl*(plp2v*” vpur). We proceed by contradiction. Suppose a 
tuple t exists such that 
(plvpXv- -vpn]!!)=truen(p(t)=false). 
Let pk(t) = true, wida 1 - - :z. For hypothesis we have S2 <S 1; so 7, f” exist 
such that 
(Er’i2EP2?{M dl)(i2=f’(il)~ il =f(i2)). 
-- 
Consider now the instance i2 = (R 1, R2, . . . , Rn) E 12 with Rk = {t) and w= 
0 for every 1 =e y: For Fact 4.2.2 and hypothesis p(t) = fdrlse, the only possible 
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instance il = f(i2) is il = (I?) with I? = 0. But for Fact 4.2.1 no f exists such 
that i2 = T(il). 
(2) S2~Sl*(Vl~iin)(Vl~~jGn)(i#j*piApj=false). Suppose, by 
contradiction, that i, j (i #j) and r’t uple d exist such that 
pi(t) = pj(t) = true. 
mm S2 c Sl, fl f” exist such that 
(Vi2Ef2) (ail E 11) (i2 = $(il) A il = f(i2)) 
with f injective (trivial, by definition of inclusion). 
Consider the following instances, of 12: 
T= (Ri =E, ~t=0,. ‘. , Zj={tj,. . . ,Rn=0), 
(R=0,R2=0,. . . ,Fi={t), . . . ,zj={t}, . . . ,Rn=0), 
(R=0,R2=0,. . . , fin=0}. 
4.2.2 any mapping j’ may establish a correspondence from any of the By Fact 
four preceding instan.ces of 12 
(iii-=0,R2=0,. . ‘ ,E={t}, . . . ,Rn=0), 
(d := O), (R = w> 
and so 7 cannot be injective. cl 
to only one of the two following instances of I1 : 
CO~OMIUY 4.2,2. S2~Sl~>(((plvp2v l *vpn)=~p)~((Vl~i~n)(Vl~j=~n) 
(j # i *pi Apj = f&e))). 
Proof. We proceed by zont:adiction. Suppose a tuple t exist such that 
(p(t) = true) h @l v p2 v 0 l l v pniit) = false. 
By hypothesis, two E f exist such that 
(Vi1 E 11)(332E I2)(il= T(i2) A i2 = f(i1)). 
Consider now the instance id = (R) E I1 with w’ = (t}. By Fact 4.22 and the 
hypothesis (p 1 v p2 v l l 9 t1 pn)C,t) = fake the unique instance i2 E I2 such that i2 = -- 
f3(il) is i2=(Rl,R2 , . . . ,%) with E=R%=* l l =z=%. By Fact 4.2.1 
no f exists such that i1= f(i2). Cl 
Chroilasy4.2.3. Sl~S~..~(p=plvp2vpn). 
s15s:~~(p=plvp2v~‘g vpn)A(VlaiGn)(Vl<j<n) 
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4.3. Conceptual relations among schemata <viated by join and projection operators 
Let Sl and 52 be two schemata such that 
- S 1 contains: 
- R (X j, 
-Vl==FDl; 
- S2 contains: 
- R 1(X1), R2(X2), 
-- V2 = FD2 
where X, Xl, X2 are sets of attributes udh that X 2 Xl n X2 = Xl 2 # 0, 
and FD2 are sets of functional dependencies (fds). 
We 
A. 
A’. 
B’, 
B. 
C” 
D. 
introduce now the following properties: 
XlvX2~X; 
XluX2cX; 
FDl+ zFD2+; 
FD2” zFD1’; 
V2 contains (besides FD2) the following constraint: 
(V&y, R))(PROJ@i; X12) = PROJ(E; X12)); 
X~~+X~EFD~+VX~~+X~EFD~+ 
in which FDl’ denotes the closure of the set of functional dependencies 
defined in [5] and FD2’ denotes the closure of the set of fds FD2 defined as 
FD2 = FDRl u FDR2 
FDl 
FDl 
where FDRf and FDR2 are the sets of fd.s defined on Rl and R2. The definidion 
of FD2’ can be easily extended to schemata with more than two relations. 
Notice that in our approach we need a specific formal definition for the closure 
of the set of fds of a schema with more than one relation: this happens because 
we choose to follow an approach as general as possible to the study of conceptual 
relations among schemata. From that choice we do not suppose srs valid the 
“Universal Relation Assumption”, accepted for instance in [5, 61. 
The following theorem points out that, if the following property holds: 
E. the constraints language allows only to express fds and constraints like C, 
then FD2’ coincides with the set of fds that are valid in .IOIN(zi, E; X12) 
for any instance i2 = (R 1, R2) E 12. We call FD2’ such set of fds. 
-- 
Theorem 43.1 (1) FD2’ 2 FD2+. 
(2) If E holds, then FD2+ = FD2’. 
The proof appears in Appendix. 
The following theorems give sufkient conditions for the conceptual relations 
defined in Section 2. 
eore .3.2. A /\ B I’D *SlcS2. 
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Proof. For any i2 = (RI, E), let f= (fl}, where fl(i2) = PROJ(JOIN(R, -- 
); X). Given il = (R)EI~ let i2=(Rl,R2), M/here zj (j=1,2) be any 
of Rj satisfying fds in FD2 such that PROJ(@; Xj nX) = 
; Xj n X) (it must exist for hypothesis B). 
(1) i2 E 12. By hypothesis B. 
(2) il = 7(i2). In fact: 
-- 
fl(i2)=PROJ(JQIN(Rl, R2);X) 
= JOIN(PROJ(E; X n Ai I), YROJ(fi; X n X2)) 
= JOIN(PROJ(R; Xl AX), PROJ@; X2 0X)) = R. U 
Theorm4,3.3. A’/\B”nC=hY2~Sl. 
Proof. For any i 1 = (&, let f’ = (f l’, f2’), where fi’(i 1) = PROJ@, Xj), j = 1,2. 
Given i2 = (R 1, R2) E 12, let il = (R), where R 0;~ 2any instance of R satisfying _- __I 
fds in FDl such that PROJ(R, Xl uX2) = JOIN(R 1, .IP2). 
(1) il E Il. By hypotheses B’ and C. 
(2) i2 = p(il). In fact: 
fi’(il) = PROJ(R; Xj) = PROJ(PROJ(R; X Z CJ X2); Xj) 
-- 
= PROJ(JOIN(R 1, R2); Xj) = @. Cl 
‘meorem 4.3.4, A A A’ r\ B /\ D 3 Sl I= S2. 
PEW& For any i 3 = <I?> and 2’2 = (R 1, R2), let -- 
-j=(fl) wherefl(i2)=JOIN(Rl, R2), 
-f=ifl’,f2’) wherefi’(il)=PROJ(R;Xj), j= 1,2. 
(f and f are the same as in Theorems 4.3.1,2, respectively). Given il = (I&s -- 
I’l, let i2={Rl, R2), where @=PROJ(& Xj) j== 1, 3. 
(1) i2 E 12. By hypothesis B. 
(2) il = fii2). S ce proof of Theorem 4.3.2. 
(3) i2=f’(il). Trivial. Cl 
Theorem 4.3.5. A A A’ A B” A C + S2 c Sl. 
-- 
Proof. Let L f’ be as in the proof of Thearem 4.3.4. Given i2 = (R I, R~)E 12, -- 
Iet il= (I?), where I? = J(I)IN(R 1, R2). 
(1) il~11. By hypothesis B’. 
(2) i2 = F(il). See proof of Theorem 4.3.3. 
(3) il = .r(i2). Trivial. El 
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All these theorems give sufficient conditions for our conceptual relations. Now 
we prove that the conditions exoressed in Corollary 4.3.1. are also necessary when 
the query language is the language d.efined in Section 4.1. 
Theorem 4.3.6. (Sl t S2 A C) =+ (A\ r\ A’ A B AD). 
Proof. (1) Sl t S2 A C +A. If A did not hold, it would exist an attribute Ak 
such that Ak EX - (Xl u X2). Since Sl t S2, L p E Q’ should exist such that 
Vi1 E 11,3i2 E 12 such that il = f(i2) and i2 = f(i1). For any il there wouJd be 
at least a couple (Ak: xk) in it, which cannot be present in i2 because the attribute 
Ak does not appear in S2. So (Fact 4.2.2), there is no f~ Q* such that i 1 = r((i2). 
(2) Sl c S2 A C *A’. Analogous to Step 1. 
(3) (Sl t: S2 A C) 3 B. Since FD2’ = (FDRl v FDR2)’ ‘we have only to prove 
that FDRl u FDR2 c FDl+. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose a fd Y + B 
exists (where Y is a set of attributes and B a simple attribute, without loss of 
generality) such that Y + BkFDl’ and Y + B E FDRl u FDR2. Consider now the 
instance il=({tl,t2})~11, with tl.Y=t2.Y and tl.Bft2.B. We will prove that 
no couple E f’ E Q’ allows the existence of an instance i2 E 12 such that il = -- 
f((i2) and i2 = f’(i1). In fact if i2 = (R 1, R2) E 42 satisfies i2 = f’(il), it would 
be such that 
- for every tuple t in @ (where Xi 2 Y u {B}) thy: following holds: t. E’ = t 1. Y =: 
t2. Y (Fact 4.2.2); 
- since Rj satisfies Y + B and what we said in the former point, t1.B and t2.B 
cannot be in it at the same time; besides, if B E Xk j f k E {l, 2}, the value ti.B 
that is not present in G cannot be present in Rk, for the hypothesis C. 
If i2 satisfies such properties no f exists such that il = f’(i2). 
(4) (Sl c S2 A C) +D. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose D is not valid, 
so we have: 
(Xl2+Xl)&FDl+ r\(X12+X2)~FDl+. 
Let Bl EX~ and B2eX2 be two attributes such that (Xl2+.9j)&FDl’(j= 1,2). 
As a consequence, two instances il, il’ E 11 exist such that: 
- il = (R), with R ={tl, t2); 
- il’ = (R’), with a’ = {tl’, t2’) such that: 
tl.(X-{Bl, B2)) = tl’.(X-{Bl, B2)) 
= t2.(Y-{B J, 82)) = t2’.(X -{Bl: B2}), 
tl.Bl = tl'.Bl # t2.Bl = ,293 i, 
tl.B2 = t2’.B2 # t2.82 = t l’.B:!. 
By the hypothesis Sl I= S2, f7 fi~:i Q” and i2, i2’ (with i2 # i2’ because f’ is 
injective) must exist such that 
E2 I= f’(il>, il c 7(i2), i2’ E f”(i l’), il’ c f(i2’). 
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ut i2, i2’ cannot exist, because each of such instances can contain (by i2 c T(il), 
f’(il’i aqd Fact 4.2.2) only values of the attributes belonging to R and R’ 
{that coincide globally) and must contain all such values (by i 1 c f( i2), i 1’ I= f(i2’) 
and Fact 4.2.2). The unique instance that satisfies such conditions, with suitable 
E f E 0’ is the following: 
i2=(=,=) where z={tll, t12}, E={t21, t22) 
with 
tll.(X1-{B1})=t12(xl-{B1})= tl(Xl-{RI}), 
tT.l.Bl = tl.Bl, t12.B1= t2.B1, 
t21(X2-(B2}) = t22(X2-(B2)) = t2(X2-{B2}),, 
~21.B2 = tl.B2, t22.B2 = t2.B2. c! 
Consider now the following property (assuming X = X 1 u X2, that is, A md A’ 
hold). -e -- 
BY For every i2=(Rl, R2)d2, il =(JOIN(Rl, R2))eIl. 
We will prove with the two following theorems that: 
-A AA’+(B’~B”), , 
So it will be proved that the condition B’ A C is also necessary to have S2 c Sl. 
Theoreia ‘&3,7, A A A’ + (B ’ e B”). 
E?roof. B’ *B”. The join operation does not destroy any functional dependency. -- 
So in JOIN(R1, R2; X12) every fdc FD2+ holds and, by the hypothesis B’, 
every fdEFD1. 
(2) B”+ B’. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that an fd exists such that 
fd E FDl’ and fd If FD2+. In that case, by Theorem 3.3.1, it should exist at least an -- -- 
instance i2 = (R 1, R2) E .T2 such that JOIN(R 1, R2) does not satisfy fd and 
so JOIN(R; E) k 11, against the hypothesis B”. Cl 
meofem &3.8. s2 [= s 11 A A A’ A B” A c. 
PPOO~. (1 j S’+ L c Sl +A. Analogous to Step 1 of Theorem 4.3.6. 
(2) S2 id: Sl +A’. Analogous to Step 2 of Theorem 4.3.6. 
(3) S2cSl*C. w e proceed by contradiction. Suppose S2 I= ST and C false. -- 
Consider an instance i2 = (K 1, R 2) E 12, where E = {t} and z = 0. We will 
prove that no couple f7 f E Q’ allows the existence of an instance i 1 E I1 such 
that i2 = f’(i1) and il= f(i2). In fact, by Fact 4.2.2 the only i 1 E I1 such that 
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i 1 = f((i2) is il = (R) with R = 0, but, by Fact 4.2.1, for every f E 6’ we have 
fi’(i 1) =0 and so i2 # f’(i1). 
(4) S2 I= Sl 3 B’. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose an instance i2 = -- 
(R 1, R2) exists such that i2 E 12 and (J0IN(jz, E)d11. It means that there 
are a functional dependency ( Y + B) E FM’ and two tuples t 1, t2 E m- 
JOIN(Rr, R2) such that t1.Y = 62. Y .and t1.B f t2.R. Cokkr mw i2’= 
(2, R2’) with R1’=={tl.X1, t2.Xl) and R={tl.X2, t2.XX); i2e 12 
because R1’, c?6 and R2’ GE and so R1’ and x2’ satisfy all the func- 
tional dependencies atisfied by z and E. Now we prove that no couple fz 
7 E Q’ allows the existence of an instance i 1 E I1 such that i2’ = f”(i 1) and 
il = T(i2’jf. In fact if il = &2’), il = (R) should be such that: 
-for every tuple td, t.Y = t1.Y = t2.Y, 
- only one of the two values tl .B, t2.B can be present in R’ (because it satisfies 
Y+B). 
If il satisfies uch properties there exists no f’ E Q’ such that i2’ = T(i 1) (Fact 
4.2.2). cl 
Corollary 4.3.2. Sl s S2 e (A A A’ I\ B I\ ,B’ I\ C /\ U). 
Proof. (1) (A AA’ABAB’ACAD)+S~ 5S2. ThisisCorollary4.3.1. 
(2) S~~S~+AAA’ABAB’ACAD. 
~AAA’ABAB’ACAD. 0 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have characterized various types of conceptual relations between 
database schemata in the relational model of data. These relations allow to compare 
database schemata with respect o their ability to represent information and answer 
to queries. 
The examples presented in Section 3 show that our definitions can handle many 
different practical situations. 
Furthermore we have stated necessary and sufficient conditions for our conceptual 
relations among schemata obtained both by“‘horizonta1” and by “vertical” transfor- 
mations. 
Further research is currently being developed on the extension of our approach 
to the case in which null values are allowed in the relations. 
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Appendix, Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. 
(1) FD2” s m+. Since the join operation does not destroy fds in FDRl+ u 
FJDR2+, we have 
FD2+ = (FDRl u FDR2)’ 
= (FDRl’uFDR2’)’ G (FD2’)’ = FD2’. 
(2) If E holds, then FD2’ = FD2+. 
Let Y + B be a fd in FD2’. We assume in the following that B is a simple 
attrikktte without loss of generality. Furthermore, let B E X2 (the proof is analogous 
for I? E Xl), If Y u(B) cX~ the proof is trivial. Otherwise, for any i2 = -- 
(R1,R2)~12suchthatfll~~andt21,t22~~,where 
tll.Xl2 = t21.Xl2 = t22.Xl2 
and 
by hypothesis Y + B E FD2’ we have 
t21 .B = t22.B 
and so 
We have now three cases. 
(1) X12r. Y. In this case YnX243~FD2 and hence Y-,BEFD~+. -- 
(2,;) Xl2 G Y, X2 n Y f fl In this case for any instance i2 = (R 1, R~)E 12 such 
that: 
3tl1, t12ai, t21, t22si 
with 
tll.(Xl A Y) = t12(Xl n Y), 
tll(X12- Y) # t12.(X12- Y), 
t21.Xl2 = tll.Xl2, 
t22.Xl2 = tl2.X12, 
t21.&2 n Y) = t22.(X2 n Y), 
by hypothesis Y + lk3 E FD2’ we have 
t22.B = t21.B 
and so 
(X2 n Y) + B E FD2+ and Y + B E FD2’ . 
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(3) X2 n Y = 0. In this case we have X 12 + B. 
Furthermore, ifE holds, we can show that Y 9 X 12 E FD2 -t- and so Y + B E FD2+. 
Suppose by contradiction that Y + Xl2 gFD2’; then an instance i2 = -- 
(Rl,R2)~12elristssuchthattll,t12~R1andt21,t22~R2with 
tll.Y=t12.Y 
tll.X12# t12.Xl2, 
tll.Xl2 = t2LXl2, 
tl2.Xl2 = t22.Xl2, 
t21.B f: t22.B. 
This contradicts the hypothesis Y + B E FD2’. 0 
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